
Prime Minister

ri Renton 


I mentioned this to you yesterday.

Herewith copy letter of yesterday's date from
John Biffen to Michael Jopling.

John Biffen sent this to me privately and so
please do not mention to Michael that you have
seen it.

Most regrettably, it is necessary to uphold
Michael's authority and I hope that you may feel
arre"-ro agree to the suggestion which John
makes in the penultimate paragraph of his letter.

It now transpires that Robert Rhodes James
was paired for the Bank Levy Vote, although
he hn7176t registered his Pair. He, therefore,
escapes.----"

Ian Gow

15th May 1981
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The Rt Hon T M Jopling MP
The Chief Whip
Government Whips' Office
12 Downing Street
London SW1

May 1981

Since our conversation on Thursday morning, I have spoken to
Tim Renton and had a further chance to reflect upon your decision
to require his resignation as my Parliamentary Private Secretary.

I recognise at once that you have a thankless task in trying to
strike the necessary balance between tolerance and authority
needed for effective parliamentary management. I also
understand the arguments about the dangers created by precedence.
I know that in this instance you have taken your decision
concerning Tim Renton with a heavy heart.

As you might imagine I have been much distressed by the episode.
Tim told me of his opposition to the budget proposals to tax Some
while ago, and I have accepted from the outset his sincere 'and
well argued opposition. In the event his opposition took the
form of going home unIzlired so that he was absent when a vote
was taken at 1.15 am on a social Democrat amendment. Whilst the
issue was cerrinly significant the vote was hardly a major
political occasion. The number of Conservative MPs who stayed to
vote, including tellers, totalled 114, including five members of
the Cabinet. I wonder if anyone Aird have realised that Tim
Renton was an absentee had he not been required to resign.

I do feel, therefore, that the consequences of his abstention
are quite out of keeping with the character of the occasion.
I do not think the incident bears ready comparison with what
happened in the case of David Lludd and the petrol tax issue.

I do not in any sense seek to question a decision which is properly
and unquestionably yours. Ey main concern is to argue that the
quality of the abstention should enable the comequences to be
tempered. I am prompted to do this by the greab regard I have
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for the way that Tim Renton has worked with me at the Department
of Trade. In my view he has been invaluahiap,rafAssional
and political  ludgements. I would cite his help over the
aird"raft-noise controversy which I know caused the Whips'
Office substantial anxiety.

I realise that I must lose his services as a PPS, but in the
light of the circumstances outlined above I wonder if this must

/be for all time. I would cheerfully cope without a PPS for the

remainder of this Session if I had a chance to re-appoint him
in November. I would hope such a suggestion would protect your
authority - which is clearly the first consideration in this
matter, and ultimately enable me to continue with an excellent
PPS despite this abstention on the issue of a tax on bank profits.

Finally, I should add that Tim is quite unaware that I have
sent this letter.

JOHN BIFFEN


